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Creating a Captivating Composition: 
introducing UNITY for stability, VARIETY for entertainment 

 
“Excessive unity can be monotonous, while excessive variety can be chaotic”– Mary Stewart 

We’re	  looking	  for	  a	  delicate,	  yet	  charged	  balance	  between	  the	  two.	  –	  Clarissa	  Gregory	  
 
Principles of Design: 
Composition a collection of individual elements to create a unified whole 
Unity similarity, oneness, togetherness, cohesion  
Variety difference, irregularity, contrast, surprise 
 
Elements of Art: 
Pattern is created when an image repeats itself over and over again, we can isolate the 
singular visual unit, calling it a motif and when that motif is repeated enough times, a 
pattern, or theme is created. 
Texture the visual and potentially tactile quality of the surface of a work of art, 
dependent on how material has been used & manipulated 
Value a range of darks and lights: gradation of greys… 
 
 
Gestalt Theory  
Gestalt Theory/Psychology is a theory that visual information is identified all-at-
once, holistically, before it is examined as individual parts. 6 different aspects of 
Gestalt Theory as seen in art: 

• 1. Grouping:  
• 2. Containment:  
• 3. Repetition:  
• 4. Proximity:  
• 5. Continuity:  
• 6. Closure:  

 

                        
Kandinsky—Grouping               Stella—Continuity, Containment                Mondrian—Repetition, The Grid 

 
 

CRITIQUE 
Offer Constructive Criticism: 

state strengths alongside areas needing attention/development 
 

1) Observation 
2) Objective/Formal Description 

3) Analysis & Interpretation (identify relationships). 
4) Content and Context 

 



Preparation for Project #2 Re-Mastered: 
Each student will be given a different art historical image to analyze and respond to 

creatively. Study your composition looking for basic design elements and overall gestalt. 
Follow steps below to better understand, simplify, and reinterpret the artwork.  
 

1. Research Artist. Look up the artist you are assigned starting with name, 
lifespan, major life events, artistic intentions/choice subject matter & why. Now 
look up information about the specific artwork you were assigned jotting down 
basic information: date, title, year, material, scale AND contextual information 
about the artwork: subject matter and narrative, meaning or intent. 

2. Sketch Artwork. Just like your weekly sketchbook responses, draw artwork to the 
best of your ability. Identify & explain at least 3 types of gestalt. 

3. Shape Identification. Study artwork for basic shapes and space. Draw shapes 
over print-out with graphite pencil, then transfer onto new sketchbook page. 
IDENTIFY: geometric vs. organic shapes, deep vs. shallow space, positive vs. negative 
space. 

         
 

4. Value Identification, then Texture Consideration. Within the shaped 
composition you just transferred, apply values that correspond to original artwork. 
After shading in values, reference Textures you captured in your value chart – ask 
yourself which ones might enhance the mood, intention, subject matter, quality of 
original artist and artwork? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Due next Tuesday:  

• Weekly Response Sketch (see syllabus outline for description) 
• Complete Preparation Steps 1-4 listed above  


